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FROM THE FERMI-WALKER TO THE CARTAN CONNECTION 

JAVIER LAFUENTE k BEATRIZ SALVADOR 

ABSTRACT. Let M be a differentiable manifold and C ={e2org / a : M -> R } a 
Riemannian conformal structure on M. Given any regular curve in M, 7 : I -> M, 
there is a natural way of defining an operator, D/dt: £(7) -> £(7), the Fermi-Walker 
connection along 7, which only depends on the conformal structure C, and such that 
it coincides with the Fermi-Walker connection along 7 -in the classical sense- of any 
g € C such that g("y'(t),y'(t)) = 1 Vt G I. This Fermi- Walker connection enables 
us to construct a lift-function Kb : T*M -> TbCO(M) for every b G CO(M), and 
p = n(b), n : CO(M) —> M being the usual projection. In some sense, Kb combines 
all the different lift-functions TPM -> T6CO(M) given by the Levi-Civita connections 
of the compatibles metrics g € C. But over all, Kb determines the conformal structure 
C over M, so that it may be used to know about the normal Cartan connection and 
the Weyl conformal curvature tensor. 

1. THE FERMI-WALKER CONNECTION 

Let M be a differentiable n-dimensional manifold and C ={e2ag / a : M —> R 
differentiable} a Riemannian conformal structure on M. 

Any curve in M with parametrization 7 : I -> M being an embedding, admits a 
non empty family C7 of compatible metrics g £ C such that 7 is g-geodesic ([6]). The 
requirement of 7 being a curve with velocity field not null assures the existence of 
several compatible metrics g G C such that g(7'(t),7'(t)) = 1, Vt e I ; then, a metric 
g in the family C1 can be obtained from this g by defining g = e2ag , where a is a 
differentiable function verifying the following conditions along 7 : 

a) (grad¥a)(1(t)) = -l^(t)iytel 
b) o-(7(1.)) = 0, v* e I 
These two conditions are compatible (observe that the first one implies that a is 

constant along 7) and is easy to see that such a function can be constructed (locally), 
further more, there are several of them. 

It can be checked that every g in this family C7 induces the same connection along 
7 through its Levi-Civita connection. Thus, since any regular curve is locally an 
embedding, along every regular curve in M, 7 : / -> M, there is a connection, D/dt : 
X(j) -> £(7), which only depends on the conformal structure C, and it will be called 
Fermi- Walker connection along 7 associated to C. 

This paper is in final form and no version of it will be submitted for publication elsewhere. 
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The justification of this name follows from the fact that for any g G C such that 
g(Y(i),7/(t)) = 1 V£ G I, D/dt coincides with the Fermi-Walker connection along 7 
associated with g in the classical sense of the Theory of Relativity, that is used to 
define a standard of non-rotation for curves that are not geodesies ([4]). So, if V is 
the Levi-Civita connection of g, then D/dt is determined by the conditions: 

a) fy(t) = o,vte/ 

b) £*(*)= pr(S*(0) 
for any X(t) G £(7) orthogonal to the field 7'(£), and being pr : T^t)M -» ^(t)1-

the orthogonal projection over ^'(t)1. 
Or equivalently,^ is defined by the formula: 

jX(t) = g(jX(t),i(t)).i(t) +pr(jt(prX)(t)) , for any field X(t) G £(7). 

2. T H E LIFT-FUNCTION K ASSOCIATED T O (M,C) 

It is well known that a linear connection on a G-structure B over M gives rise to 
a family of lift functions from M to the fiber bundle B. These lift-functions elevate 
tangent vectors of M to tangent vectors of the fibre bundle, in such a way that, if 
b is any element of the fiber over p, then TVM is linearly elevated to a horizontal 
subspace of TbB complementary to the vertical subspace ([2], [1], [8]). In this section 
we are going to do a similar construction. As in the linear case, a family of special 
lift-functions develops from the Fermi-Walker connection associated to a conformal 
structure. The fiber bundle that appears in this case is the conformal frame bundle 
CO(M), as it might be expected. 

Let 7 : I —> M be a regular curve on M, then a field along 7, X(t) G £(7) , is 
said to be Fermi-Walker parallel if jtX(t) — 0. The set of Fermi-Walker parallel 
fields X|.|(7) = { X(t) G X(j) : jtX(t) = 0} is a real vector subspace of £(7) and the 
following application 

*H(7) -* Tl{to)M 
X H-> X(tQ) 

is a linear isomorphism, for every t0 G / . 
Given any v G T^to)M, P7t> G 3£j.|(7) is the unique parallel field with (P7v)(£0) = v, 

and the curve in TM P7i> : I —• TM is the Fermi-Walker horizontal lift of 7. For any 
t G / , (Pryv)(t) G T^t)M is called the Fermi-Walker parallel transported vector of v 
to Tl{t)M. 

It is clear that the Fermi-Walker connection D/dt transports vectors along 7 : 
I -* M preserving the angles; that is why we can use D/dt for transporting along 7 
elements of the conformal frame bundle 7r: CO(M) -» M, CO(M) = {b = (v\,..., vn) : 
3g G C, 3p G M st.{ vu -,vn} is a ^-orthonormal frame of TPM} = {6 : En -> TPM 
isomorphism : 3o G C st. b*gp =canonical metric of R n } . 

Given any b G CO(M) with n(b) = p = 7(0), we get the horizontal lift in CO(M) 
of the curve 7 with initial value 6, P76 : I -» CO(M), by means of the Fermi-Walker 
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parallel transport: 

P7b(C) = (P7^(t),...,P7z;n(0) G CO(M\,Vt G I, being b=(vu...,vn). 

When working with linear connections, the 1-jet of the lift-curve in the bundle 
is determined by the 1-jet of 7 in M (this fact allows to construct a lift-function 
between tangent spaces). This not being the case now, it can still be verified that 
the 1-jet iliV^b) G TbCO(M) is completely determined by the 2-jet defined by 7, 
il (7) € T2

{b)M. This fact is easily proved taking a chart of M near ir(b) and studying 
the expressions of these jets in the induced charts of T2M and TCO(M). 

This shows that, for each b G CO(M), D/dt defines a lift-function Kb from the 
open subset of T2^b)M of 2-jets given by regular curves in M emanating from 7r(6), 
Al{b) C T2(b)M, to the set of 1-jets of curves in CO(M) emanating from 6, that is 
TbCO(M). 

Kb:Al{b)cTZ{b)M->TbCO(M) 
i2o(-y)^ilo(^b) 

It is clear from its definition, that Kb verifies the formula: 

(1) dv(b) o K6(j0
2(7)) = j i(7) € TmM 

Remember that the lift-functions given by linear connections are linear monomor-
phisms from TPM to TbCO(M), but there is no sense in talking about the linearity of 
Kb since A2,b) C T2,b)M has not structure of vectorial space. However, we are going to 
see that the mapping Kb is an injective differentiate function that combines the linear 
lift-functions T^b)M —> TbCO(M) associated to the different compatible metrics of C, 
in the following sense. 

Every g G C defines, in a natural way, a global section ag of the fiber bundle 
T2M —• TM, such that if v = Jo(7) € TPM is a tangent vector, then its image 
through a9 is the 2-jet of the ^-geodesic with initial velocity vector v. 

Now, if we compose the section ag with Kbl it is clear that the mapping thus obtained 
is the lift-function of the Levi-Civita connection of g (it follows from the fact that for 
any ^-geodesic in M, 7 : I -» M, the Fermi-Walker connection D/dt coincides with 
the Levi-Civita connection of g along 7). 

Moreover, every 2-jet in A^,b) can be reached by this construction for some g G C; 
we only have to take 7 : J -> M, a regular curve defining the 2-jet, and any g G C7, 
this means that 7 is ̂ -geodesic, and then ag(il(i)) = 30(7)-

This fact also motivates extending the definition of K all over the set of 2-jets of 
constant curves in M, 7P(£) = p, W G I. So we define Kb(j$(jp)) = (^boa9)(jp(Q)) = 0 
(this last equality comes from the fact that 7^(0) = 0 and Kboag is a linear application). 

Therefore, we have the following diagram 

ag Kb 

TPM -> A2
p\j{Jl(lp)}cT2M -> TbCO(M) 

. 1 
*? 9 lift-function ( linear application ) 

Lemma 1. If g,g G C are related byg = e2fg , then, a computation with the expres
sions of the geodesies with initial velocity v for g and for g in a g-normal chart of M 
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around p, gives the relationship 

(2) K„(O*(V)) - K„(a«{v)) = (H(V, V))#(b) 

being: 

V = b~l(v) G Rn, a column vector, 
rj = df(p) ob G Rn*, a row vector, 
H : Rn* ® Rn ~> co(n) homomorphism, H(rl, V) = T/.V.In + (r,T .^T - V.r/) 
(H(77, !/))# £/ie fundamental field given by H(rj, V) G co(n). 

Remark 1. It is well known that the first prolongation of the algebra co(n), this is 
co(n)t = {a G L(Rn,co(n)) c Rn* ® Rn* ® Rn / a(V)(W) = a(W)(V) € R n } , is 
isomorphic to Rn* ([7], [9]). The homomorphism above, H : Rn* ® Rn -> co(n), can 6e 
seen as 

H: Rn* -» co(n)j CL(Rn ,co(n)) 
rj *-> H(r7) 

bemp H(rj)(V) = H(r/, V7) = n.V.In + (rjT.VT - V.n) G co(n), W G Rn, then, H is an 

isomorphism that gives the identification co(n)t ~ Rn*. 

Proposit ion 2. The lift-function Kb : A 2 ^ C T2,b)M -> TbCO(M) is an injective 

differentiable function and Kb(Jo(l)) ^ 0 G TbCO(M), V3o(7) G -4L6). 

Proof. Any element of A2,^ is given by the 2-jet of a regular curve 7, so using 1 
we have 7r* o K& (3*0(7)) = Jo(7) = v £ TPM\{0}. Since 7r* is a linear application, this 
implies that «&(3o(7)) / 0. 

Now we are going to study the injectivity of Kb. 
Let jl(i), 30

2(7) € A2
n{b) such that Kb(j

2(j)) = Kb(j
2(j)) € TbCO(M). We can repeat 

the construction above, and by 1 we get 

3o(7) = 7T, o Kb(j
2(<y)) = 7T, o Kb(j

2m = 3^(7) = v G TpM\{0} 

Let g,g = e2 /a G C be compatible metrics such that ag(v) = 3*0(7), o^(v) = 30(7). 
Then, using the formula 2, 

0 = Kb(a*(v)) - K6(^(t;)) = (H(77, V))#(6) = > 
0 = H(r,,1/) = 77.V.4 + (rl r .VT - V.77), V = b-1^) 1^0 ==> 

0 = rl = d/(p) o b G Rn* =-> 0 = df(p). 

This means that # and g have the same Levi-Civita connection at p, therefore 
a9(v) = f/^(v) <=> 3*0(7) = 3'o(7) € ^(6)> an(* t n e injectivity has been proved. 

The differentiability of Kb is easier to check if we previously fix a compatible metric 
g G C. We know that the lift function Kg

b : TPM ~» TbCO(M) of the Levi-Civita 
connection V of g is a differentiable function. Using again the formula 2, we have 

(3) Kb(o*(v)) = Kb(a'(v)) + (H(V, V))*(b) = Ks
b(b(V)) + (H(r,, V)f(b) 

It is clear that the last expression of this equality is a differentiable function over 
V G Rn, 77 G Rn*. Now consider the following diffeomorphism : 

Al{b) -* R"\{0} x R» 
Jo2(7) H> (6-l(V(0)),&-l(57,(0))) 
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Through an easy calculation, it can be proved that a9{v) G A2,b) is sent to 
{V,-2{r)V)V+{VT V)rjr) G Rn\{0}xRn. And observe that the application Rn\{0}x 
R**(V,77) •-> (17, -2{T].V).V -F {VTV)r?) G Rn\{0} x Rn is a diffeomorphism. So, we 
have constructed a diffeomorphism from A2,b) to Rn\{0} x Rn* such that ag{v) is 
identified with (V,7/). Using the formula 3, we have that, with this identification, the 
action of Kb is given by Kb{{V, rj)) = Kg

b{b{V)) + (H(rl, V))#(6), which is differentiate. 
D 

In conclusion, we can give to Kb the following meaning. For any g G C we have the 
pair {a9, Kg

b} of functions over TVM, where a9 : TPM -> T2M is the ^-section of the 
bundle T2M over TpM, and Kg

b : TPM -> TbCO{M) is the linear lift-function associated 
to the Levi-Civita connection of g. We have seen that U a9{TpM) = A2 U {Jo (7P)} C 

T2M and that this family of pairs of functions verifies the following condition: 

v9,V ec,v,we TPM, <-.(,) = <-*(«,) e T]M -> ^ ^ e T i C 0 ( M ) 

It is clear that this condition of compatibility allows us to define a function from 
K U 0o(7p)} to TbCO{M) that glues the family of Kg : TPM -r T6CO(M), g G C, by 
means of the sections ag : TpM —> A2 U {io(7P)} C TpM; the function thus obtained 
is just the lift-function Kb : -4pU{Jo(7P)} -> T6CO(M) associated to the Fermi-Walker 
connection. 

3. GETTING THE CARTAN CONNECTION 

Fixing a compatible torsion free connection V in M, the lift-function Kb enables us to 
get the first prolongation of the conformal frame bundle of M, CO(M)i C L{CO{M)). 
This special subbundle of L{CO{M)) has the property that it can be used to obtain 
the normal conformal connection of (M, C) in a manner as natural as restricting the 
canonical fundamental form to it ([7], [9]). The normal conformal connection is an 
interesting Cartan connection that gives information about the conformal structure; 
in particular, the well known Weyl curvature tensor, that can be used to check the 
locally conformal flatness of {M,C), can be obtained from it ([3], [11], [5]). 

First of all, there is a natural trivialization given by the linear connection V of the 
fiber bundle T2M - v TMxTM just by identifying j2{j) G T2M with ( f (0), |V(0)) 6 
TPM x TPM. Observe that under this identification the section ag given by any g eC 
such that V is its Levi-Civita connection corresponds to the zero-section, 

TPM -> TPM x TPM 
v H-» (ij,0) 

To prepare for the following construction, for any rj G Rn*, b G CO{M), p = 7r(6), ( 
b is seen here as the isomorphism 6 : Rn ->TPM that sends the canonical frame of Rn 

to the frame b of TPM ), we shall define the mapping 

$76f7): TpM -> TpMxTpM^T2M 
v _> K-2i?(6-1(t/))-t; + ffp(t;,t;).(dJ)-1(T7)) 
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being g G C and d9
b : TPM -> Rn* 

v H-> dl(v) = gp(v,b(.)) 
Observe that the definition of $Jb^ is independent of the choice of the g G C because 

the term gp(v, v).(db)~
l(rj) only depends on C (it keeps invariant by conformal changes 

of the metric g). 
It is clear that $X„) is an injective differentiable function, furthermore, is an em

bedding from TPM to T^M. 

Remark 2. $X„) coincides with the section a9 : TpM -» T^M, for any g G C which 

Levi-Civita connection V differs from V at p inn G Rn*, in the following sense: 

(V - V)p{v,w) = X(v).w + X(w).v - gp(v,w).(d9)-l(Xp),Vv,w G TpM 
being dg:TpM -> TpM*the isomorphism d9(u) = g(u,.) 

This affirmation follows from the formula we obtained for a9(v) in the identification 
of the proof of the proposition in the previous section. 

We are ready to define the application that will give the key for getting the first 
prolongation of CO(M). For any rj G Rn*, b G CO(M), 

Z^brj): Rn+co(n) -> TbCO(M) 
(V, a) H> Z^V, a) = nbo *lv)(b{V)) + a#(b) 

where a # is the fundamental vertical field in CO(M) given by a € co(n). 
Z7b ) is a linear application, moreover, it is a linear isomorphism from Rn + co(n) 

to TbCO(M). That means that Z^hr)) is an element of the bundle L(CO(M)). 
So we have obtained the application 

zT(
v

}: CO(M)xRn* -> L(CO(M)) 
(b, rj) »-> Zlv) : Rn + co(n) -^ TbCO(M) 

Remark 3. If we change the fixed compatible torsion free connection V for another 
V such that the form X € A*(M, R) measures the difference between them (i.e. (V -
V)(v,w) = X(v).w + X(w).v - gp(v,w).(d9Yl(Xp), Vv,w G TpM, being d9 : TpM -> 
TPM* the isomorphism dg(u) = g(u,.)), then, the relation between Z? ) and Z7 ) is 
given by 

(4) Zl^(b,n) = (Z^., )'l(b,rj- Xpob) V(fc,ij) G CO(M) x Rn*. 

Now, recall that CO(M)i, the first prolongation of CO(M), is the subbundle of 
L(CO(M)) of the frames Z G L(CO(M)) such that, if we think of Z as an isomorphism 
Z : Rn + co(n) -> TbCO(M), then it verifies the following conditions: 

a) Z(0,a) = a#(b), Va G co(n). 
b) 0L(Z(V,a)) = V, W G Rn, Va G co(n), with 0L G Al(LM,Rn) the canonical 

form. 

c) The torsion of Z, rz = d 6L o (Z( . ,0),Z( . ,0)) G A2(n), is identically zero 
rz = 0. 

And CO(M)i is a co(n)i-principal bundle over CO(M) with projection function 
11 : CO(M)i -4 CO(M), being II the restriction to CO(M)i of the projection of the 
bundle L(CO(M)) over CO(M) ( [7], [9]). 
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Remark 4. It is clear from the definition of Zj^ that Z^0) : Rn -f co(n) -> TbCO(M) 
is the isomorphism given by the connection V and therefore Z7b0) G CO(M)x, since 
it verifies conditions a), b), c). Using the formula 4, for any r\ G Rn*. we have 
that Z^hn) coincides with Zjh^ : Rn + co(n) -» TbCO(M), which is the isomorphism 
given by the connection V (also a torsion free connection) related to V by means of 
rj o 6"1 at p = 7r(6) in the sense of the Remark 3, and so we conclude that Z7, G 
00(M)l5V(6,r7) G CO(M) x Rn*. 

Theorem 3. The image ofCO(M) x Rn* under Z7 s is the first prolongation of the 
conformal frame bundle of M, and Z7, : CO(M) x Rn* —> CO(M)x is a trivialization 
of the fibre bundle CO(M)x over CO(M). 

n 
CO(M) 

id 
As announced at the beginning of this section, we are now in a position to get the 

normal Cartan connection and the Weyl curvature tensor of the conformal structure 
(M,C). The specific description about the way of getting them from CO(M)i falls 
out of the concern of this paper and it can be found in several works, however we will 
sketch the basic steps to follow and will supply the reader with a list of references. 

Let (a/; ajj) be the restriction to the subbundle 00(M)i of L(CO(M)) of the canon
ical fundamental form 9 = (0f';0j) G A1(L(CO(M)),Rn x co(n)), then it determines 
completely a Uj G A1(CO(M)i,Rn*) such that the 1-form given by u = (u1;^^) G 
A 1(00(M) 1,Rn x co(n) x Rn*) is a Cartan connection over CO(M)i and verifies an
other condition, the condition of normalization; u = (ujl;ujpujj) is the well known 
normal conformal connection of (M,C) ([7], [9]). 

The Cartan connection u has the property that, given its curvature form 0 — 
(Ojftj.jfy). then ft} G A2(CO(M)l5co(n)) restricted to CO(M) gives rise to the Weyl 
conformal curvature tensor of (M,C) ([7], [2], [10]). 

The interpretation of these forms by means of the Fermi-Walker connection shall be 
the concern of our next research work. 

7 V 

CO(M) x M"" ->• CQ(AÍ)i 
V\ i ; 

CO(M) - ł CO(M) 
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